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My name is Rebecca Puig and I’m the artist behind Sugarboo & Co. In case you were  
wondering, “Sugarboo” came from a couple of nicknames I have for my children, Jake 
and Sophie. They are the main inspiration for Sugarboo because I always want to  
create products that remind us of the ones we love.

Here at Sugarboo we believe life is beauty full. We believe in supporting artisans near 
and far. We believe in daydream believers. We believe the world is our canvas. We believe 
kind words cost nothing. We believe in choosing love everyday. We believe in paintings, 
poetry, and good music. We believe in counting blessings instead of troubles. We believe 
mother nature is the best artist. We believe our lives should be love letters to the world. 
We believe in being great and full, but mostly grateful. We believe Picasso was right:  
Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life. We believe it’s not what you 
have, it’s what you give. We believe in celebrating life every day. We believe originality 
is king. We believe in things that have soul. We believe we are all a work in progress and 
patience is a virtue. We believe in brave and kind hearts. We believe in looking for the 
good. We believe there’s no time to be bored in a world as magical as this. We believe the 
best therapist has fur and four paws. We believe a beautiful thing is never perfect. We 
believe not only in making an income, but making an impact. We believe in seizing the 
day. We believe life should be a splendid adventure. We believe the golden rule actually 
works. We believe every day is an opportunity to make a new happy ending. Above all,  
we believe in putting good things into the world.

About Sugarboo

Contact Info

Web
wholesale.sugarbooandco.com

Email
wholesale.info@sugarbooandco.com

Phone
(770) 643-0069



Art Prints

AP361C-3x3 – Legends Chartreuse 
36”x72”  |  $350

*Top Seller!

SP125 Butterfly $40 SP230 - Always Try to Keep $40

SP220 - Jim Henson $40 SP138 - To My Sweet Darlings $40

SP211 - You Are My Sunshine $40 SP144 - Excuse Me $40

All artwork is based off of Rebecca Puigs’ original art pieces. Each piece is printed at our studio in Roswell, 
Georgia and hand assembled and painted in house. Most art pieces are available in various sizes and offered 

in either a hand painted gallery wrap style frame or reclaimed grey wood frame option.



Book & Poetry Collection

St.Therese - AP287

The Sun Never Says - AP304 Maya Angelou - AP236

Each quote is available is three different sizes and three different color options! 
35”x 46” ($300)  |  25”x 35” ($200)  |  17”x 24.5” ($125)



Large size: $22 (minimums of 2 per style)
 Mini size: $12 (minimums of 2 per style)

Leather Journals

LJ102 - This Is The Beginning
*Top Seller!

LJ101 - Omar Khayyam

LJ115 -Benjamin Franklin LJ117 - Peter Pan



12”x16” - $16 (minimums of 3 per style)

Handmade Paper Prints

HP110 - Letter to Sophie
*Top Seller!

HP124 - If There Is Ever A Tomorrow

AC195 - small metal clips
($2 each, sold in minimums of 2)



AC225 $18 (minimums of 2)

Gathered Thoughts Jar

PP441 - Deckled Heart Cards & Envelopes
Mini - Set of 100  | $105 (3.5”x3.5”)

Deckled Heart Cards



Pillow Collection

PC205 - Everything Is Possible 
 $50

PC135-WHT - To Carry All My Love
$60

PC115 - You Are My Sunshine
$50 *Top Seller!

PC160 - Heart Shaped Pillow
$60



AC276
$224 (assorted set of 56)

Shine Candle Collection

AC277
$180 (assorted set of 12)

Terra Candle Collection



AC101-CR 
365 Gathered Thoughts Box
1st Edition - Cream

365 Gathered Thoughts

AC101-BK 
365 Gathered Thoughts Box
1st Edition - Black *Top Seller!

AC101P
365 Gathered Thoughts 
Paper Refill - 1st Edition

AC178 
Zinc Finish 365 Picture Frame- Horizontal $5 
(sold in minimums of 5)

AC177
Zinc Finish 365 Picture Frame- Vertical $5 
(sold in minimums of 5)



PP239 - Love Notes $8

(sold in minimums of 3 per style)

Paper Note Books

PP400 - Girls Love Notes $9 PP399 - Boys Love Notes $9

PP446 - Encouragement Book $9 
*Top Seller!

PP345 - Brilliant Quotes $8



XO Mugs

MUG102 - $64
(eight assorted styles)

46”x 57”  |  $80

Canvas Tarps

Tarp Hardware
$21 (set of 6)



$40  |  32”x 63”
sold in minimums of 2 per style (8 different styles)

* NEW *
Botanical Wall Tarps

BWT107 - There Is So Much Hope
*Top Seller!

BWT101 - Just Living Is Not EnoughBWT105 - When The Root Is Deep*To see the full collection, log in to wholesale.sugarbooandco.com



AC141 - I Believe In Pink

$8 each (sold in minimums of 3 per style)

Canvas Zip Bags

AC182 - My Wish For You

AC183 - Pull Yourself Together AC243 - Coco Chanel

AC250 - Wizard of Oz
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